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Abstract

The study was aimed at determining age of the trees growing on the cupola of the Stàýki raised bog, at elucidating
anthropogenic influences on the water level in the bog, and at exploring effects of climatic factors on the Scots pine
tree-ring growth. Samples were collected, with Presslers bores, from 22 Scots pines and from a single downy birch.
Tree-ring widths, measured to 0.01 mm, were used to compile  based on the classic dating methods  143-year-long
(1862-2004) ST chronologies. The mean annual ring growth was found to amount to 0.87 mm. The chronologies obtained
served as a basis with which to analyse signature years and response functions. Dendroclimatological analyses produced
no unequivocal and statistically significant results: the signature years and response function analyses failed to identify
a dominant factor and to indicate unambiguously a period during which the weather components studied exerted a decisive
effect. Because of that, no climatic reconstructions were carried out. The ring growth of the trees examined was found
to be primarily affected by changes in the water level, related mainly to anthropogenic activities. The bog evolution
(drying-out and Scots pine invasion) was reconstructed with this assumption in mind. A mass appearance of trees on the
bog was dated in the last decade of the 19th century. It was assumed to be triggered by draining operations carried out
to lower the water level so that peat could be cut. As a result, conditions amenable for the bog surface to be colonised
by Scots pine seedlings were created. The data obtained are important from the standpoint of raised bog conservation;
they demonstrate that pine forests growing on raised bogs are not always the final stage of succession, but provide
evidence of disturbed bog hydrology and serve as an indicator of a perturbed bog ecosystem.
Key words: peatland, Baltic bog, dendrochronology, tree-ring width, Pinus sylvestris L., environmental
reconstructions

Introduction
Ombrotrophic, dome-bearing raised bogs in Pomerania are remarkable objects of interest for the peatland science. They are located in the continental climate, on the southernmost boundary of cupola-bearing raised bog range in Europe (Jasnowski et al. 1968;
Kulczyñski 1949). The contemporary form of the Baltic bogs is a result of anthropogenic effects (Herbichowa 1998). Most of these bogs have been dehydrated; although some of them have been subjected to peat
cutting, the operation was seldom carried out on a large
commercial scale. Some of the bogs have retained their
natural state, as determined by the process of peat
mass accumulation (Tobolski 2003, 2004).
Tree growth on peat bogs depends on the climate
and on anthropogenic activities. Peatland forestation
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may be a final stage of a bog evolution or may be
caused by anthropogenic transformation of bog surface by, e.g., peat cutting or surface drainage. Such
activities result in lowering of the water level in the
peat profile, whereby peat-forming species disappear
and disintegration of the peat mass prevails over its
accumulation. The oxygenated, top peat layer (actothelm) increases in thickness, thereby rendering the
bog surface amenable for colonisation by tree seedlings. Because of the high tolerance to acidity and
moisture exhibited by the Scots pine, it is a most frequent dominant of tree stands growing on raised bogs.
Most of the raised bogs in Poland are overgrown
by Scots pine stands that show an admixture of birch.
It is not clear to what extent dehydration has influenced
the succession; mechanisms of tree response to climatic
changes have not been elucidated, either. These quesISSN 1392-1355
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tions have not been addressed in Poland yet. Tree expansion onto peatland surfaces has been observed also
in Canada (Pellerin and Lavoie 2003) and in the Jura
Mountains in Europe (Freléchoux et al. 2003).
Knowledge on the origin of Scots pine woods is
of a key importance for active protection of Baltic
bogs. In this context, dendroecological research provides information on causes of hydrological perturbations and makes it possible to date the onset of tree
expansion. Knowledge of past events in ecosystems
is indispensable for understanding their functioning
and should be utilised whenever peatland conservation plans are developed and relevant methods selected (Willis et al. 2007; Willis and Birks 2006).
Dendrochronological analysis provides information on tree age and tree-ring width. That information
serves as a groundwork for concluding, within a period covered by a chronology analysed, on climatic and
other (e.g., changes in hydrology or habitat fertility,
increased air pollution, insect gradation) effects on
tree-ring width.
This study was aimed at determining age of the
trees growing on the dome of a raised bog and at exploring effects of man-made water level changes and
climate on the Scots pine tree-ring width.
Area of study
The study was carried out in the Stàýki Baltic bog,
located in northern Poland (54o 25' 27.7"N; 18 o05'
00.2"E) ca 35 km south of the Baltic Sea coast (Figure
1). The site is located on a morainic plateau (214.6 m
highest elevation), in the Kashubian Lakeland, 13 km
NW of Kartuzy. The plateau is bordered from the south
and from the west by River Ùeba, River Dæbica discharging into the Ùeba near Staniszewo and bordering the pleateau from the east. The north-western ribbon depression is filled with waters of the lakes
Miùoszewskie and Lewinko; the lakes give rise to
Stream Mùynówka that discharges, near the village of
Bolszewo, into Stream Goúcina that empties into River Reda west of Wejherowo. The morainic plateau is
an important watershed. It is slightly undulating and
features numerous drainless depressions filled with
Sphagnum mires. Many of them have been destroyed
due to unregulated peat cutting, and transformed into
meadows or heathlands (Szafrañski 1961).
Methods of study
In July 2005, Presslers bore samples were collected from 22 Scots pines and from a single downy birch
growing on the dome of the Stàýki raised bog. The
bore was applied at the height of 1.3 m from the bog
surface. Tree-ring width was measured at the University of Szczecins Laboratory of Climatology and Ma2008, Vol. 14, No. 1 (26)

Figure 1. The setting of the study site. Legend: 1, contour
lines; 2, village; 3, ditch and stream; forest; 4, Stàýki bog; 6,
coring site

rine Meteorology. The measurements were performed
with dendrochronological research equipment using
the DendroMeter software (Mindur 2000). Each measurement, taken to 0.01 mm, was performed twice, from
the part closest to the heart wood towards the bark.
A total of 2,856 tree-ring width measurements were
performed. In addition, the presence of very narrow
rings and those with very wide or diverse late wood
was recorded. Once high values of statistical indicators (linear correlation coefficient k, values of t, and
coefficient of Gl) were obtained, and following the
analysis of dendrochronological curves, effected with
the TRRAD module of the TREE RINGS package
(Krawczyk 1995, Krawczyk and Kràpiec 1995 and DendroGragh, Walanus 2001), results of the two measurements were averaged to obtain a growth sequence for
ISSN 1392-1355
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the tree examined. Subsequently, classical dendrochronological techniques were used to compile a local chronology which was tested with the COFECHA
software (DPL package; Holmes 1983, 1994). The chronology was indexed (ARSTAN module of the DPL
package; Holmes 1983, 1994) to highlight annual variability in tree-ring width and to eliminate long-term
trends (e.g., a centennial trend). The compiled chronology served as a basis with which to carry out
dendroclimatological analyses of signature years and
response functions.
A signature year is a year in which the tree-ring
width of most trees in a population is clearly different
(wider or narrower) than that found for neighbouring
years (Huber and Giertz-Siebenlist 1969, cf. Kaennel
and Schweingruber 1995, Meyer 1997-1998). Signature
years are an important component of dendrochronological dating and play a significant part in identifying and eliminating errors in dating of individual samples. Anomalies in ring growth curves emerge during
years with favourable or unfavourable external factors,
meteorological conditions being most important and
variable among them. The signature year analysis was
conducted with the aid of the TCS software (Walanus
2002); signature years were determined from a minimum of 10 trees, the minimum concordance threshold
being set at 90%.
The climate vs. tree-ring width relationship was explored also with the response function analysis (Fritts
1976, Fritts and Xiangding 1986, Blasing et al. 1984,
Cook and Kairiukstis 1992, Zielski and Kràpiec 2004).
The response function can be calculated with the DPL
software package (RESPO module; Holmes 1983, 1994).
The procedure involved multiple regression analysis with
mean monthly air temperature and monthly sum of precipitation as independent variables. RESPO calculated
the linear coefficient of correlation (k), the coefficient
of multiple correlations (r), and the multiple regression
coefficient of determination (r 2). Effects of climatic factors on tree-ring width sequence were studied with the
response function analysis for 16-month-long periods
(from June of the previous year to September of the current year). Positive coefficients of linear (k) and multiple (r) correlations correspond to a simultaneous increase in the tree-ring width and the meteorological
factor analysed. Negative values of k and r evidence a
decrease in the values of meteorological components
in parallel with increasing tree-ring width. Value of r 2
determines the strength of the relationship between the
climatic factors and the tree-ring width.
Climatic data

Dendroclimatological analyses involved meteorological data collected over 1948-2002 (55 years) by the
2008, Vol. 14, No. 1 (26)
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Institute of Meteorology and Water Management
(IMWM) station in Læbork, 26 km NW of the Stàýki
bog. According to division of Poland into climatic
regions carried out by Gumiñski in 1948, the area of
study is located in the Pomeranian climatic region (IV)
(Kondracki 1988), with the mean annual temperature
of +7.7 0C (range: +6.0 to +9.1 0C), January as the coldest month with the mean temperature of 1.2 0C (range:
-9.4 to +4.3 0 C), and July as the warmest month with
the mean temperature of +16.8 0 C (from +14.2 to
+20.4 0C). The growing period is shorter than 200 days.
The multi-annual mean sum of precipitation for Læbork
is 690 mm; it drops to 422 mm in extremely dry years
(e.g., 1964) and increases to 956 mm in extremely wet
years (e.g., 1998). February and March are the driest
months (36 mm precipitation), July being the wettest
one (with an average precipitation of 86 mm). The snow
cover persists for up to 75 days, but due to the advection of polar-marine air masses, the temporal and
spatial distributions of the snow cover are very variable.
Chronology

The ST chronology was compiled for the Scots
pines growing on the St¹¿ki bog. The chronology is
made up of 13 individual dendrograms (selected from a
total of 28 tree-ring width curves by the classic dendrochronological dating procedure) representing the
period 1862-2004 (143 years). The year 2005 was not
included into the chronology because the growing period of that year was in progress during sampling,
whereby the entire ring width accretion could not be
recorded. The mean tree-ring width was found to amount
to 0.87 mm. The shortest growth curve, SS5, was 29
years long, the longest (SS14) being equal in duration
to the ST chronology (143 years) (Figures 2 and 3). The
number of rings in a tree cannot be equalled with the
age of that tree (although the rings were counted from
the heart wood), because the samples were collected
1.3 m from the bog surface, so the actual age was assumed to be equal to the number of rings plus 7-10
years. There is a large age difference (38 years) between
the oldest tree sampled (SS14), its age estimated at
about 150 years, and younger (e.g., SS9) trees. The
chronology shows a number of years (1920, 1940, 1954,
1964, 1969, 1976, 1987, 1993, 2000, and 2003) with treering widths lower than the mean; there are also years
marked by peaks on the dendrograms (1932, 1939, 1953,
1958, 1967, 1972, 1985, 1991, and 1997) (Fig. 2). The
downy birch individual sampled was about 40 years old
(the ring count amounted to 30).
The chronology compiled served as a basis for
dendroclimatological analyses and environmental reconstructions.
ISSN 1392-1355
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Figure 2. Individual dendrochronological curves
forming the Scots pine
chronology (ST)
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Figure 3. Dendrochronological dating of growth
sequences of Pinus sylvestris L. samples forming the ST chronology
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Figure 4. Signature years
(positive years marked
black; negative years
marked grey) in the Scots
ST pine chronology
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Results
Analysis of signature years

Analysis of signature years revealed 23 years in
which more than 90% of the trees showed an identical
growth trend (14 years with a negative trend and 9 years
with a positive one) (Figure 4). As there are no detailed
meteorological data for the period prior to 1948 at the
Læbork station, no weather analysis could be carried out
for the following signature years: 1936, 1937, 1939, 1940,
1943, and 1945. In the remaining years entered into
calculations, analysis of relationships between the treering width on the one hand and the temperature and
sum of precipitation on the other produced no unequivocal results. Negative years were present in those periods with a mean annual temperature much lower than
the multi-annual mean (e.g., 1987, the coldest year in
the period 1948-2002) and in very warm years (e.g.,
2000). The temperature history of winter months varied
as well: there were years with a very severe and long
winter (e.g., 1964) and with a warm winter (e.g., 1993
and 1998). The temperature in spring and summer could
be higher or lower than the mean. The annual sum of
precipitation in negative years was found to vary from
422 mm (the driest year during the period of observations) to 956 mm (the maximum annual sum of precipitation). Similarly, the sum of precipitation in springsummer varied from year to year. Similarly, no significant tree-ring width versus climate relationships were
detected in the positive signature years.
Analysis of response function
The coefficient of determination (r2), which reflects
the strength of association between air temperature and
precipitation on the one hand and the tree-ring width
on the other, was high (62%). However, the correlation
and regression coefficients were rather low. With respect
to temperature, most of the coefficients (except those
for March) were negative, which means that low temperature in the preceding year of growth (particularly
in July and September) as well as in spring of the current growth season produced a positive effect in the
tree-ring width (Figure 5). Most important was the temperature of September of the preceding year: the higher the mean temperature of September, the poorer treering width growth in the following season (a relationship discernible also in the signature year analysis).
Correlation and regression coefficients of the relationships involving atmospheric precipitation were mostly
positive. Two seasons produced particularly distinct
relationships: autumn (September and October) of the
preceding year and spring (March-May) of the current
one (Figure 5). High precipitation in those periods enhanced the formation of wide tree rings.
2008, Vol. 14, No. 1 (26)
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Figure 5. Results of response function analysis for: T, air
temperature; P, precipitation. Bars depict correlation coefficients; lines show regression coefficients; significant values
are indicated by grey bars and solid black squares. Coefficient of determination: r2 = 62%

Environmental reconstructions
The tree-ring width vs. climate relationships produced by the dendrochronological analysis of the Scots
pine growing on the Stàýki bog were not useful in climate reconstructions. The analyses of signature years
and response functions failed to identify a dominant
factor and to unequivocally determine the period during which the weather components considered were
of a key importance for the relationships analysed.
Trees growing on raised bogs with very high
ground water levels are less sensitive to weather conditions, compared to trees growing on mineral soils.
Due to their shallow root system, the trees of the first
group respond to variations in the ground water level
which, in drained bogs, is primarily dependent on anthropogenic activities. The lack of ground water level
data for the Stàýki bog makes it impossible to analyse
the water level vs. tree-ring width relationship in detail. It was, however, assumed that a drop in the
ground water level (bog drainage) would correspond
to a positive phase of the tree stand growth, while a
rise in the ground water level would result in inundation of the root system (thus restricting oxygen uptake) and would correspond to a negative growth
phase.
The reconstruction was based on the analysis of
the chronology obtained as well as on the 9-yr movISSN 1392-1355
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ing average of the chronology, the latter allowing to
identify periods of varying growth trends (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Indexed local chronology for the Scots pine at Stàýki
(black line) and the 9-year moving average (bold black line)

The first solitary individuals of Pinus sylvestris
L. appeared on the Stàýki bog in the middle of the 19 th
century (e.g., the tree denoted SS14), which could
have resulted from an initial attempt at changing the
bog hydrology. A mass appearance of the Scots pine
occurred in the last decade of the 19 th century as a
result of drainage, i.e., lowering of the ground water
level in aid of peat digging, which resulted in the conditions amenable for pine seedlings to colonise the
bog surface. The 9-yr moving average showed a growing trend of the pine chronology in the years 19101920 and 1929-1937, which indicates the presence of
a population of young trees with a high growth potential, developing on the bog. In subsequent years,
both the chronology and the 9-yr moving average
became less variable, evidencing hydrological stability. It was only in the early seventies of the 20 th century that a small increasing trend of the growth curves
was observed, evidencing bog draining processes to
have been resumed. The last 30 years of the chronology show a slight reduction of the tree-ring growth
and a negative trend of the 9-yr moving average, indicating that the drainage ditches were being overgrown and the hydrological conditions were reverting
to/regenerating the original status as a result of the
cessation of anthropogenic activities.
Discussion and summary of the results
The Scots pines growing on raised bogs are very
variable, but  as a rule  are smaller, have shorter
needles, twisted trunks, and irregularly shaped canopies, compared to the pine growing elsewhere (Roosaluste 1982). The first are the so-called famine tree
forms, resulting from the permanently high ground
water level, high water acidity, and the lack of minerals in the soil substrate (Freléchoux et al. 2003, Freléchoux et al. 2000, Läänelaid 1982, Linderholm et al.
2008, Vol. 14, No. 1 (26)
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2002). Those trees pursue an ecological strategy which
is different than that adopted by trees growing on
minerals soils: their growth is very slow and the life
span much longer (Freléchoux et al. 2003).
Numerous authors associated the presence of
Scots pine under such unfavourable habitat conditions
with bog overdrying, caused by natural processes or
 particularly frequently during the last 200 years 
by anthropogenic effects (Freléchoux et al. 2003,
Freléchoux et al. 2000, Jasnowska and Jasnowski 1981,
Jasnowski et al. 1968, Sarkkola et al. 2004). Drainage,
most often associated with peat digging, results in
overdrying of the upper layers of the peatland, arrested
swamping process and peat accumulation, and marshy
soil formation (Jasnowski et al. 1968). One to three
decades after draining, the habitats transformed that
way become colonised by the Scots pine, a pioneering species (Freléchoux et al. 2003, Sarkkola et al.
2004).
Annual width increments of the Scots pine growing on raised bogs are small; they show strong growth
depressions and frequently miss rings (Cedro in press,
Obidziñski et al. in press, Linderholm et al. 2002). The
tree-ring width vs. climate relationships are weaker and
equivocal, compared to those revealed by trees growing on mineral soils (Läänelaid 1982, Linderholm 2001,
Linderholm et al. 2003, Obidziñski et al. in press). The
major factor affecting the tree-ring width is a change
in the ground water level, the change being driven by
climate when under normal conditions and by anthropogenic activities when on drained bogs (Freléchoux
et al. 2003, Linderholm 2001, Linderholm et al. 2003,
Obidziñski et al. in press).
Our results cast a new light on the history of
Pomeranian raised bogs and show the tree stand on
the Stàýki bog cupola to be primarily anthropogenic
in origin. Even if the Scots pine had been present there
in the past, their origins would have been different,
primarily related to climate changes. Drainage of and
peat digging in the Stàýki bog resulted in the Scots
pine expansion. Global warming cannot be ruled out
as a factor contributing to the lowering of the ground
water level in the bog, but anthropogenic activities
obliterated a potential signature of the climate.
The data obtained are important for raised bog
conservation and demonstrate that pine forests growing on raised bogs are not always the final stage of
succession, but may be evidence of a change in hydrological conditions of the bog and of a disturbance
in the peat bog ecosystem. Our current research (Lamentowicz et al. in prep) is aimed at unravelling, with
the aid of stable isotopes and biotic proxies (pollen,
plant macroremants, and testate amoebae), relationships between dendroecological record and peat acISSN 1392-1355
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cumulation rate. Stratigraphic data will help us to pinpoint, with a high accuracy, the moment at which the
disturbance of the bog began, and to address the
question of the history of forests on the bog itself and
in its vicinity.
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ÄÅÍÄÐÎÝÊÎËÎÃÈß ÑÎÑÍÛ ÎÁÛÊÍÎÂÅÍÍÎÉ ÍÀ ÂÅÐÕÎÂÎÌ ÒÎÐÔßÍÈÊÅ
ÑÅÂÅÐÍÎÉ ÏÎËÜØÈ ÇÀ ÏÎÑËÅÄÍÈÅ 100 ËÅÒ: ÂËÈßÍÈÅ ×ÅËÎÂÅÊÀ È
ÃÈÄÐÎËÎÃÈ×ÅÑÊÈÅ ÈÇÌÅÍÅÍÈß
À. Öåäðî, Ì. Ëÿìåíòîâè÷
Ðåçþìå
Ñ 22-óõ ñîñåí, ïðîèçðàñòàþùèõ íà âåðõîâîì òîðôÿíèêå «Ñòîæêè», âçÿòû êåðíû ñ ïîìîùüþ áóðàâà Ïðåññëåðà.
Øèðèíà ãîäîâûõ ïðèðîñòîâ èçìåðÿëàñü ñ òî÷íîñòüþ äî 0,01 ìì, ïîñëå ÷åãî, èñïîëüçóÿ êëàññè÷åñêèå
äåíäðîõðîíîëîãè÷åñêèå ìåòîäû, áûëà ïîñòðîåíà õðîíîëîãèÿ, ÿâëÿþùàÿñÿ îñíîâàíèåì äëÿ äåíäðîêëèìàòè÷åñêèõ
àíàëèçîâ: ðåïåðíûõ ëåò è ôóíêöèè îòêëèêà. Õðîíîëîãèÿ, îáîçíà÷åííàÿ ñèìâîëîì ST, íàñ÷èòûâàåò 143 ãîäà (18622004), ñðåäíÿÿ øèðèíà ãîäîâîãî ïðèðîñòà äåðåâüåâ, âõîäÿùèõ â å¸ ñîñòàâ, äîñòèãàåò 0,87 ìì. Çàâèñèìîñòè «ïðèðîñòêëèìàò», ïîëó÷åííûå íà îñíîâàíèè äåíäðîõðîíîëîãè÷åñêîãî àíàëèçà ñîñíû, íå ïîçâîëÿþò îäíàêî ïðîèçâåñòè
êëèìàòè÷åñêóþ ðåêîíñòðóêöèþ. Ñ ïîìîùüþ àíàëèçîâ ðåïåðíûõ ëåò è ôóíêöèè îòêëèêà íå óäàëîñü îáíàðóæèòü
äîìèíèðóþùèé ôàêòîð è îäíîçíà÷íî îïðåäåëèòü ïåðèîä çàâèñèìîñòè äëÿ èññëåäóåìûõ ýëåìåíòîâ ïîãîäû
(òåìïåðàòóðû âîçäóõà è àòìîñôåðíûõ îñàäêîâ). Ãëàâíûì ôàêòîðîì, ïðåäîïðåäåëÿþùèì øèðèíó ãîäîâîãî ïðèðîñòà,
ÿâëÿþòñÿ èçìåíåíèÿ óðîâíÿ ãðóíòîâûõ âîä, çàâèñèìûå ïðåèìóùåñòâåííî îò äåÿòåëüíîñòè ÷åëîâåêà. Îòäåëüíûå
äåðåâüÿ ïîÿâèëèñü íà òîðôÿíèêå â ñåðåäèíå XIX âåêà, òîãäà êàê èõ ìàññîâîå ðàñïðîñòðàíåíèå îòìå÷àåòñÿ â ïîñëåäíåé
äåêàäå XIX âåêà è åñòü îíî ðåçóëüòàòîì ïðîâåäåííîé ìåëèîðàöèè è ñíèæåíèÿ óðîâíÿ ãðóíòîâûõ âîä â ñâÿçè ñ
ðàçðàáîòêàìè òîðôà, à òåì ñàìèì âîçíèêíîâåíèÿ óñëîâèé, ñïîñîáñòâóþùèõ çàñåëåíèþ ïîâåðõíîñòè òîðôÿíèêà
ñåÿíöàìè ñîñíû. Ïîñëåäíèå 30 ëåò õðîíîëîãèè - ýòî íåáîëüøîå óìåíüøåíèå øèðèíû ãîäîâûõ ïðèðîñòîâ è
îòðèöàòåëüíûé òðåíä ñêîëüçÿùåé ñðåäíåé, óêàçûâàþùèå íà çàðàñòàíèå ìåëèîðàöèîííûõ êàíàëîâ è óðîâíÿ âîäû, ÷òî
ÿâëÿåòñÿ ðåçóëüòàòîì ïðåêðàùåíèÿ âìåøàòåëüñòâà ÷åëîâåêà.
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: âåðõîâîé òîðôÿíèê, äåíäðîõðîíîëîãèÿ, øèðèíà ãîäîâîãî ïðèðîñòà, Pinus sylvestris L.,
ðåêîíñòðóêöèÿ ñðåäû
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